Never prompted to trust TTUnet wireless certificate on your Mac when trying to connect

Symptoms

When you attempt to connect to the TTUnet wireless network for the first time, your computer never prompts you to trust the TTUnet wireless certificate. A screen similar to the following screen never appears, although it should:

![Verify Certificate](image)

Authenticating to network "TTUnet"
Before authenticating to server "8021x.ttu.edu", you should examine the server's certificate to ensure that it is appropriate for this network.
To view the certificate, click 'Show Certificate'.

Solution

Unknown

Check Keychain to see if the certificate for 8021x.ttu.edu is listed. If not, export the needed certificate(s) from Keychain on another Mac and import them into your Keychain.

If the certificate is already listed in your Keychain but you are not receiving the prompt to trust it, then hold down Ctrl on the keyboard and click on the certificate in Keychain. Choose Get Info from the dialog menu. Under "Trust", choose the option to always trust the certificate. Close the certificate settings. You should now be able to connect to TTUnet. If not, turn the Wi-Fi off and back on again.

OUTCOME

You will be able to connect to TTUnet wireless using your Mac.
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